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CLEAR IMAGE® ALIGNERS

IPR INSTRUCTIONS
FIXED LINGUAL RETAINERS (FLR)

CHOOSE TEETH TO RESET

R L
 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

Opposing Model Required for Warranty

TRIOS® Medit Other

iTero® Carestream
DIGITAL SCAN TAKEN WITH:

CEREC

APPROVAL TO CHARGE EXPIDITED MANUFACTURING & SHIPPING

Upper

Refinement

Lower

Okay to leave space on upper due to
overjet restrictions

SPACE & OVERJET INSTRUCTIONS

Opposing arch unavailable. Overjet
measurement is:

No attachments

Attachments only on:

Size/Shape preferred: 

Remove attachments on last stage

I want to correct
Midline

Overjet
Overbite

Spacing

Reset all teeth as needed Reset anterior only

(For aligners, please describe treatment goals and patient chief complaint in detail)

Leave space

U L

INVISIBLE RETAINERS

PONTIC OPTIONS

Add Pontics 

Location Shade

No IPR Required

ATTACHMENT INSTRUCTIONS

Upper Lower

Reset 5-5 only

U LPlacement of Retainer
Central - Central
Lateral- Lateral
Cuspid - Cuspid

Composite Pads on Each Tooth

Composite Pads on Distal Most Teeth

Mesh Pads on Each Tooth

Mesh Pads on Distal Most Teeth

Round .028
.016 x .022 Braided
.016 x .022 Solid Stainless Steel

Placement of Pads

Type of Wire

Guardian™ 3
Guardian™ 2

Guardian™ 4

Single Invisible Retainer

Reduce Teeth as Needed in Laboratory

R L



CLEAR IMAGE® ALIGNERS 

 

Tx Review
All cases require doctor approval of the setup prior to aligner fabrication. If the setup is not approved or the patient does not 
proceed with treatment, only the Treatment Planning Fee and any applicable model and shipping fees will be incurred.

 

Choose Teeth to Reset
The diagram provided allows the clinician to select individual or groups of teeth for corrections by marking the diagram 
accordingly. 

Opposing Models 
Specialty Appliances requires an opposing scan or model be submitted when making Clear Image® Aligners. This ensures no 
occlusion interference is created by tooth movements and guides us on necessary tooth movements for best outcomes. If an 

aligners will be subject to full fees.

IPR Instructions  
Most Clear Image® Aligners require IPR to help create space for the teeth to move. In this section, please specify whether  
Specialty Appliances is to determine IPR amounts and locations or that no IPR is required.

Scanning Stone Models 
Clear Image® Aligner cases that are sent in as impressions or stone models will be subject to automatic impression pouring and 
scanning fees. If the patient chooses not to proceed with treatment, these fees will still apply. 

GUARDIAN® INVISIBLE RETAINERS

GUARDIAN® Retainers are processed from your scans, models, or impressions. From your records, we will produce a printed 
model for laboratory fabrication at no charge. GUARDIAN® Retainers are available in quantities 2,3, and 4 per arch and are 
fabricated all at one time. All GUARDIAN® Retainers are processed on printed plastic models for maximum accuracy. These 
models are returned to give your practice the option to fabricate replacement retainers as needed. Zendura™ is used as a 
standard for all GUARDIAN® Retainers. 

GUARDIAN® ENHANCEMENTS

Remove Brackets 
We routinely remove all brackets on GUARDIAN® cases unless requested otherwise. Using the latest in advanced software, all 
fixed appliances are removed, free of charge, at the scanning stage to be reflected in the printed model. We recommend that all 
wires and bands are removed prior to submitting scans or impressions. If wires or bands are present, it will result in additional 
charges to remove them. 

Add Fixed Lingual Retainer to a GUARDIAN® Series  
Specialty Appliances will build a Fixed Lingual Retainer (FLR) design of your choice and process the GUARDIAN® Retainers to 
fit over the FLR. At the appointment when the braces are removed, the FLR is delivered with the GUARDIAN® Retainers fitting 
precisely over the FLR. Several designs of Fixed Lingual Retainers are available. Please use the diagram to indicate your wire and 
pad preferences. 

Add Pontics to GUARDIAN® Retainers  
Pontics can be added to any GUARDIAN® Retainer. We can also add pontics to any FLR design as a semi-permanent solution for 
patients too young for implants or restorations. 

We encourage practices to contact our customer service representatives for additional information regarding these options. 

Clear Image® Aligners are processed from your scans, models, or impressions. Aligner specialists will determine the optimal 
number of aligners required for treatment if you do not specify an amount. Aligners are made using Zendura™ material. This 
product can be ordered in single or dual arch.

Treatment Planning Fee
The Treatment Planning Fee is waived for single arch cases with 10 or more aligners and dual arch cases with 20 or more aligners.
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